The Saisiyat Language:
- Saisiyat is a heavily endangered Austronesian language spoken in two mountainous villages in northwestern Taiwan (Hsinchu and Miaoli counties)
  - There are only a few hundred (at most) elderly native speakers of Saisiyat remaining, none of whom are monolingual
  - Saisiyat is argued to have been influenced considerably by the Chinese languages of Taiwan (Mandarin, Minnan/Taiwanese, and Hakka)
- All the examples in this presentation were elicited by the presenter in fieldwork sessions with a native Saisiyat speaker, ‘Oemaw a ‘Oebay Tawtawazay (Chao Shan-He)
- Saisiyat expresses aspectual categories mostly through verbal prefixes and proclitics
  - One of the two markers I focus on, [ila], is an enclitic, appearing after verbs, adverbs, objects, or (rarely) subjects
    - [ila] attaches to the first independent phonological word under its scope
  - The other marker I focus on, [ina], is a proclitic, appearing only before the main verb (or predicate)
- [ila] combines freely with other aspectual markers besides [ina], including the future imperfective/progressive [am] and the past imperfective [ima]
  - [ina] cannot occur with these markers, which are also verbal proclitics
  - The fact that [ila] can appear with these markers suggests that it appears in a different functional head than them
- [ina] necessarily occurs with the Agent Focus infix <AF>, which indicates that the agent is the subject
- The nominal marker [ka] (which I gloss as ‘KA’) needs much more investigation
  - Descriptions of Saisiyat usually call it a Nominative/Accusative case marker, but there may be more going on (e.g., specificity, information focus)

Other Footnotable Facts:
- While I have claimed that most predicates in Saisiyat are atelic [+co] by default, some predicates, specifically object-creation predicates do seem to be telic [-co] by default
  - Creation predicates have been argued to be necessarily telic in Mandarin (Soh and Kuo 2005) and Hindi (Singh 1998), languages in which other predicates get terminative readings in the perfective (similar to Saisiyat)
  - Combining perfective [ina] with a creation predicate like [tomaew’aen ka imaSaso’ taew’aen] ‘build a new house’ yields a necessary culminative reading
    - Ataw ina t<om>aew’aen ka imaSaso’ taew’aen
    - Ataw Pftv <AF>build.house KA new house
    - ‘Ataw built a new house (and the house is built)’
  - Interestingly enough, with [ila] the U-perfect reading is still available with this creation predicate: ‘has been building a new house’
- [ila] gives a mirativity reading (i.e., surprise or counter-expectation) with some predicates, especially individual-level states
  - Individual-level states cannot get a typical U-perfect reading; mirativity may be the semantic reflex of the U-perfect structure ([+co] agreement) with these predicates
- U-perfect readings are also hard to get with individual-level states in other languages, e.g., English "John has been tall", "Mary has been a woman".
- Perfect morphology can express mirativity in other languages, e.g., Bulgarian and Turkish (DeLancey 1997, Aikhenvald 2004).
- DPs in Saisiyat lack number or classifier morphology, which may be the reason that telicity must usually be encoded by the covert [-co] Aktionsart head.
- The composition of a telic VP by a verb and its object in other languages crucially relies on the quantization of the object DP (Krifka 1989, 1992).
- If Saisiyat DPs are impoverished in overt specification of quantization properties, then likely they would not be able to compose a telic VP with a verb.

Remaining Questions (and a Possible Solution):

- The [+co] feature agreement/licensing account predicts that [ina] should also be able to license the covert [-co] telic Aktionsart head.
  - However, in actual Saisiyat, [ina] usually does not imply culmination, and does not seem to be used to derive inchoatives.
  - [ila] is the usual means to derive inchoatives and imply culmination.
- This account also predicts that both the [+co] and [-co] readings with [ila] should always in principle be available.
  - The inchoative and culminative [-co] readings are usually easier to pick up on than the U-perfect [+co] reading.
- More elicitation is needed to check these predictions, i.e., whether both [+co] and [-co] readings are always available with both [ila] and [ina]?
  - Construction of the right examples may bring out this ambiguity.
- The fact that U-Perfect [+co] readings in other languages, such as English, are often hard to pick up on without context or overt [+co] adverbials or aspect, may point to a bias toward E-Perfect [-co] readings with the perfect.
  - The lack of a U-Perfect in many languages with an E-Perfect may provide further evidence for this bias toward the [-co] reading with the perfect.
- If the U-Perfect reading is indeed hard to pick up on out of the blue in Saisiyat, then the E-Perfect Resultative reading (with [-co] Viewpoint and Aktionsart values) may be taken as a default reading of [ila].
  - If [ila] is typically interpreted with a [-co] reading, then [-co] Aktionsart (inchoatives and culminatives) may be preferred to be expressed with [ila].
  - As a consequence, [ina] may be typically interpreted with [+co] Aktionsart (without context or overt markers to suggest a [-co] reading).

Broader Implications:

- [co] agreement in the temporal aspectual domain may account for several tendencies across languages, such as:
  - Why can certain Tenses, Viewpoints, and Aktionsarten not occur with each other?
  - Why must certain Tenses or Viewpoints occur as defaults with specific other Viewpoints or Aktionsarten?
- The tendency for languages not to allow perfective [-co] Viewpoint with stative [+co] Aktionsart or present [+co] Tense might be a case of obligatory [+/-co] feature agreement (i.e., no matter the overtness of the element with the [co] feature).
The use of perfective [-co] Viewpoint morphology to derive Inchoative [-co] Aktionsart from [+co] statives may be a way to satisfy [+/-co] agreement (Smith 1991, Filip 1997)

- The tendency for telic [-co] Aktionsart to occur with default past [-co] Tense or perfective [-co] Viewpoint in the absence of overt marking might be a case of licensing of covert [co] features
  - In Mandarin, atelic predicates get a default imperfective Viewpoint and present Tense reading ([+co] agreement), while telic predicates get a default perfective and past reading ([co] agreement) (Lin 2003, 2005)

Crosslinguistic Comparisons

- The Saisiyat perfect [ila] is similar to aspectual markers in the unrelated (or distantly related) languages Niuean and St’át’imcets.
  - The Niuean perfect [kua ... tei] gives inchoative readings with individual-level states, in-progress readings with activities, and completive readings with accomplishments (Matthewson et al 2012).
  - The aspectual marker [plan] in St’át’imcets also shows similar behavior, giving inchoative readings with individual-level states, in-progress readings with activities, and completive readings with accomplishments and achievements (Davis 2006)
  - These two markers may both be perfects like [ila], with the availability of the Universal or Resultative Perfect reading depending on Aktionsart in Niuean and St’át’imcets (as opposed to being ambiguous in Saisiyat)

- The Saisiyat perfect [ila] also shows similarities to the Mandarin aspectual marker [-le]
  - Accounting for the difference between verbal [-le] (which is immediately post-verbal) and sentential [-le] (which is sentence-final) has been a source of controversy for decades
  - Verbal [-le] gives a terminative or completive reading to events, while sentential [-le] may provide an inchoative reading, a “contrary to expectation” reading, or a present relevance reading (Soh 2008, 2009)
  - A couple of approaches inspired by my account of Saisiyat may be fruitful here:
    - Sentential [-le] may be a perfect that enforces [-co] agreement in Viewpoint and Aktionsart, while verbal [-le] may be a [-co] Viewpoint marker that may license [-co] Aktionsart
    - Sentential and verbal [-le] may be the same [-co] marker, but with the sentential marker having raised to a higher Perfect head, enforcing [-co] agreement in Viewpoint and Aktionsart, while verbal [-le] stays in the Viewpoint head, so the Perfect head is left empty (and thus not [-co])
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